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"OCEANS OF WONDER" -- FISH FRIENDLY SONGS FOR EVERY ONE WHO ENJOYED 'FINDING

NEMO' AND 'SHARK TALE'. Fun songs with a touch of information - the perfect way to cool off in the car

or at home. 11 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Pop, EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock Details: NEWS

FLASH January 6 2005: From over 11,000 entries, Lesley Beth's "Swishy Friends" song announced a

Semi-Finalist in the International Songwriting Competition (ISC). Winners announced March 2005. ISC

has the most prestigious panel of judges of all the songwriting contests in the world. See:

cdbaby.com/cd/jazzles3 ____________________________________________________________ The

Jazzles singers are back with our much anticipated and long awaited 2nd album - "Oceans of Wonder" - a

"snorkeling" adventure discovering some of the deep blue's most mysterious and unique creatures to

share with you. The minute you press play, you will be transported to the calming ocean waters,

swimming and playing with tiny turtles, sea lions, sea dragons and if you're lucky, the sea otter might

even rap for you. Unlike most "children's music", it's difficult to put the Jazzles into an age group or

category. With all these lyrics intelligent in content and style, Jazzle songs are catchy and non evasive

meaning that all us moms and dads won't mind playing this album at the slightest request. Thanks to the

compositions, the variety of arrangements, the talented singers and a few little extras thrown in, you will

find this fish friendly CD an easy to listen album that you will enjoy hearing over and over again. With

songs ranging from pop to rock to R&B, dance and cool rap, then back again, you will find something to

suit all tastes and moods. Warning: There is lots of creative expressions to be found in these songs! So

clear the room and let the kids sway away to the smooth currents of the "Anemone Way", a joyful jazzy

song about the tropical coral reef gardens Clown Fish call home - or move to the beat of the 'Sea Otter

Rap'. Intelligent songs, creative expression, positive language lyrics - it is all part of another Jazzles
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feature; the ability not only to entertain but to inform! Jazzles writer/composer Lesley Beth's experiences

as a teacher have influenced her to create rhyming, alliterative lyrics that are fun and informative -

definitely not patronizing or difficult to pickup! Plus you get a special bonus - an extra CDROM in this

double disc pack enabling you to print out beautifully hand illustrated song lyric!! In all honesty, you've got

to hear it for yourself; you'll fall in love with our discoveries and hope you'll adopt our passion and

admiration for the Oceans of Wonder.

____________________________________________________________ LESLEY BETH'S

PHILOSOPHY -WRITING SONGS FOR CHILDREN Everybody in the world loves music - the universal

language. All of us love to sing in - or even out of tune! Singing lifts our spirits and invites us to explore

emotions or information contained in the lyrics as expressed by a variety of musical forms and tones.

Children of all ages love rhyme, alliteration and lyrical hooks. Songs are the perfect medium to use all or

some of these attributes to engage children's imagination and communicate ideas to inspire learning.

Songs can range from toe tapping to slow and emotive - BUT - always memorable and entertaining. That

is why I try never to underestimate children's powers of comprehension with immature lyrics or their

appreciation for more complex musical interpretation when I compose and produce a song. Lesley Beth
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